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ABSTRACT The design of cryptographic engines for the Internet of Things (IoT) edge devices and other
ultralightweight devices is a crucial challenge. The emergence of such resource-constrained devices raises
significant challenges to current cryptographic algorithms. PHOTON is an ultra-lightweight cryptographic
hash function targeting low-resource devices. The currently implemented hardware architectures of PHO-
TON hash function utilize a large amount of resources and have low operating frequencies with a low rate
of throughputs. Maximum operating frequency and throughput of PHOTON architecture can be improved
but at the cost of larger area utilization. Therefore, to improve the area-performance trade-offs of PHOTON
hash function, an iterative architecture is implemented in this work. The concern is with the most lightweight
version of PHOTON hash function with the hash size of 80 bits. It is implemented and verified on several
Xilinx and Altera Field Programmable Gate Array (FPGA) devices using their synthesis and simulation
tools. Low-cost and high-processing FPGA devices were both considered. The design is optimized for
performance, whereas the area utilization is also taken into consideration. The overall performance and
logic utilization are benchmarked with the existing implementations. The results show an improvement rate
of 10.26% to 51.04% in the speed performance and a reduction rate of 7.55% to 60.64% in area utilization
compared to existing implementations of PHOTON hash functions.

INDEX TERMS FPGA, hardware security, lightweight cryptography, low power, PHOTON Hash function,
sponge construction.

I. INTRODUCTION
In our daily life, lightweight devices such as IoT edge devices
and RFID cards are increasingly used in many applications
either to grant access to private data or to be used in moni-
toring and control. These trending technologies have raised
new challenges for cryptographers where private data could
be leaked and modified through these low-processing devices
resulting in high costs. Therefore, these devices should be
integrated with cryptographic engines and secured with a
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high level of authentication to avoid such cases. Conven-
tional and high-processing hash functions do not suit such
constrained devices. As a result, several lightweight authen-
tication schemes were proposed [1]–[4] and implemented in
hardware and software on diverse platforms [5]–[10] with
some applied cryptanalysis [11]–[13]. The internal structure
of these hash function schemes is mainly focusing on the
area-performance trade-offs with different size of the mes-
sage digest. They can be hardware-oriented or software-
oriented, where some of them are compact in hardware
and efficient in software too. The processing capabilities
of the current lightweight hash functions are low due to
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FIGURE 1. Sponge construction.

the constraints of their applications resources. However,
these devices need to process real-time data. Therefore,
area-performance trade-offs should be considered. PHOTON
is a lightweight hash function proposed by J. Guo et al. [4].
It is compact in hardware and efficient in software. Its per-
mutation is similar to LED block cipher [14] as they are both
proposed by the same group, but with different sizes of data-
path and state dimensions. LED has an AES-like permutation
which can be designed in hardware with a tiny area [15].
In the original paper of PHOTON hash function [4], the archi-
tecture was hardware-oriented and explored in Application
Specific Integrated Circuit (ASIC) with the gate equivalent
as the main parameter for area utilization. Lately, the design
space exploration of PHOTON hash function was proposed
by [5], [16], [17] on FPGA targeting different FPGA devices.
The main limitation of the existing PHOTON architectures is
the large utilization of logic area compared to the achieved
frequency and throughput. In this work, PHOTON architec-
ture is designed and implemented with the focus on high
performance while considering the logic utilization too.

The contribution of this article is in the implementation
of an efficient hardware architecture of PHOTON hash func-
tion achieving higher speed performance with smaller logic
utilization than the existing designs. The algorithm of PHO-
TON hash function was designed in a way where all the
permutation modules of a single round are executed in one
clock cycle to achieve higher throughput. The linear feedback
shift register (LFSR) used to generate the round constants is
also utilized as a counter and a controller of the rounds. The
intensive computation of theMixColumns module is reduced
with the use of Look-Up Tables (LUTs) instead of Galois
multiplication. The usage of LFSR and LUTs significantly
reduces the utilization of logic resource.

II. PHOTON ALGORITHM
The algorithm of PHOTON hash function was designed with
the main goal to achieve lightweight and low-area utiliza-
tion. The architecture of PHOTON algorithm is based on
Sponge construction, as shown in Figure 10, and introduced
by Bertoni et al. [18]. It consists of two phases; the absorbing
phase where the message m is fully absorbed and processed
through the permutation function f , and the squeezing phase

where the output hash z is squeezed and generated. The
structure of the internal round permutation f is AES-like with
slight differences to allow for low area implementation. PHO-
TON algorithm is described in their original paper [4]. They
defined five variants of PHOTONhash function distinguished
by the size of the hash output (80 ≤ n ≤ 256) and the
input and output bitrates r and r ′, respectively. Therefore, the
function is indicated as PHOTON-n/r/r ′. This also results
in different security levels, performance and logic utilization.
These different configurations of PHOTON are illustrated in
Table 1.

Bertoni et al. [18] also extended Sponge construction to
use different input and output rates for better security [19].
The internal state of PHOTON (t = c + r) is interpreted in
a two-dimensional way, where c is the capacity and r is the
rate. Therefore, the state size t depends on the capacity and
rate to form the matrix dimensions (d×d) with the cell size s.
The parameter d determines the number of rows and columns
in the two-dimensional matrix representation (d2 cells) while
the number of bits per cell is defined by the parameter s,
where s ∈ {4, 8}, and thus t = sd2. The input message m
is permuted with the input rate r and concatenated with the
capacity c to form the state t which is mapped to a matrix
representation of dimension (d × d) of the state h with s cell
size as in (1).

h [i] [j] [k] =t[sdi+ sj+ k] (1)

The output is mapped to the size of the output rate r ′ to
form the message digest n by concatenating the segments of
output z.
The padding rule of PHOTON hash function is defined by

appending the string 10∗ where the length of the message is
a multiple of the rate r and defined as in (2).

pad (m) = m ‖1‖ 0k (2)

where, m is the message of an arbitrary length of {0,1} bit
strings m ∈ Z≥02 and k = (|m|-1 mod r).

The state is initialized by a pre-defined initialization
vector (IV) based on the variant of PHOTON as in (3).

IV = 0t−24||n/4||r||r ′ (3)

where t is the size of the internal state, n is the size of the out-
put hash, r and r ′ are the input and output rates respectively.
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TABLE 1. Variants of PHOTON Hash Function.

FIGURE 2. PHOTON Permutation.

The permutation and round function of PHOTON are very
much likeAES and composed of fourmodules;AddConstants
(AC), SubCells (SC), ShiftRows (SR) andMixColumns (MC)
as shown in Figure 2.
AddConstants (AC): There are two constants in this mod-

ule: a four-bit round-dependent constant (RC) generated from
a Linear Feedback Shift Register (LFSR), and a pre-defined
d-dependent internal constant (ICd). The RC is initialized to a
specific value and updated every round by the LFSR, whereas
the ICd is initialized based on the value of the dimension d .
These two constants are both XORed with the first column of
the d× d internal state. In this operation, only the first column
is permuted while other columns are left unchanged. Overall,
for Nr round number, the updated state is given as in (4).

h′ [i, j] = h [i, j]⊕RCNr (i)⊕ICd (i) (4)

where, h [i, j] is the current state, i represents the row number,
j represents the column number, and Nr is the round number.
As the AC operation is dealing with the first column only,

j is fixed to 0 as shown in (5).

h′ [i, 0] = h [i, 0]⊕RCNr (i)⊕ ICd (i) (5)

Therefore, the overall AddConstants function is as in (6).

AC : h′ [i, j]

=

{
h[i, j]⊕ RCN r(i)⊕ IC − di for J = 0
h[i, j] for 0 < j < d

(6)

SubCells (SC):The second operation of PHOTON is to per-
form cell substitution. PHOTON uses two different S-boxes
based on the size of the cell s. For the variants where
s = 4 bits, PRESENT [20] S-Box SBPRESENT is used while

TABLE 2. Substitution Box of Present Cipher.

AES [21] S-Box SBAES is used for s = 8 bits variant. Each
cell of the state is replaced by a corresponding cell from the
nonlinear S-Boxes. PRESENT S-Box is shown in Table 2.
The overall function of SubCells is given in (7).

SC : h′ [i, j] =

{
SBPRESENT (h[i, j]) for s = 4
SBAES (h[i, j]) for s = 8

(7)

ShiftRows(SR): this function is almost identical to that of
the AES transformation function. All the rows of the state
matrix are rotated to the left by i cells (columns) where i is
row index and starts counting from 0. Within this module,
the first row is not permuted, while other rows are updated
accordingly. Therefore, the formal notation of SR function is
as in (8).

SR : h′ [i, j] = h [i, (i+ j)mod d] for 0 ≤ i, j < d (8)

MixColumns(MC): The MC is a finite field multiplication
based on maximum distance separable (MDS) matrix. The
columns of the internal state are independently multiplied
with the pre-defined matrix based on the dimension size d .
The design of MC for PHOTON has some shared similari-
ties with AES but focusing on minimum area consumption.
Matrix multiplication for the MC operation uses Galois Field
with the irreducible polynomial x4+ x +1 for GF(24) when
s = 4 and the AES polynomial x8+x4+x3+ x+1 for GF(28)
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when s = 8. MC for PHOTON is defined as in (9).

(h′ [0,j] , . . . ,h′ [d−1,j])T = Adt ×(h [0,j] , . . . ,h [d−1,j])
T

(9)

where, A is the pre-defined d-dependent matrix, t is the size
of the state.A, d and t are different for each PHOTON variant.

III. IMPLEMENTATION OF PHOTON ON FPGA
PHOTON architecture is designed in various flavors with
different level of security with the focus on low-area uti-
lization. It can be parallelized in a round-based mode for
considerable throughput or it can also be designed in serial-
ized nibble/byte-wise mode for low-area optimization. In this
work, the architecture of the most lightweight variant of
PHOTON hash function is presented. The design is based on
PHOTON-80/20/16 variant with a hash size of 80-bit n, 20-bit
input rate r , 16-bit output rate r ′, 100-bit state size t , (5×5)
state dimension d2 and 4-bit cell size s. Verilog HDL is used
to design the internal permutation and round functions of this
architecture and implemented on several Altera and Xilinx
FPGAs. Altera Quartus II and ModelSim are used as syn-
thesis and simulation tools for Altera FPGAs whereas Xilinx
ISE and ModelSim for Xilinx FPGAs. Xilinx ISE was used
instead of Xilinx Vivado as our benchmarking works were
targeting low-processing conventional FPGA devices which
are not supported by Xilinx Vivado. Figure 3 illustrates the
block diagram of the proposed PHOTON-80/20/16 architec-
ture. We have optimized the architecture for high throughput
while considering the area utilization too.

We have considered only one 20-bit input message where
we omitted the padding block for now. Therefore, only one
message can be processed at a time. The initialization vector
for PHOTON-80/20/16 is as in (10).

IV 100 =


0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0
0
4

0
0
1

0 0 0
0 0 1
4 1 0

 (10)

Therefore, the input capacity c and rate r are initialized
with the IV, where r takes the most left bits of IV. For this
variant of PHOTON, the width of IV = t = c + r = 100
bits. The rate r is XORed with the message, and the result
is concatenated with the capacity c and loaded into the STR
register which then becomes the input to the permutation
block. PHOTON permutation processes the message in 12
rounds. In each round, these four functions are executed:
AddConstants, SubCells, ShiftRows and MixColumns. After
the last round, the 16-bit output h is generated.
In the AddConstants operation, the round constants are

XORed with the internal constants and then XORed again
with the first column of the state and the result is passed to
the SubCells module. The internal constants depend on the d
size. For this PHOTON variant, ICd = [0, 1, 3, 6, 4] or can
be generated using LFSR with feedback function FB (Xr ) =
x2 NOR x1 for serial implementation. The round constants

FIGURE 3. Architecture of iterative round-based PHOTON-80/20/16.

TABLE 3. Round Constants for PHOTON-80/20/16 (D = 5).

depend on the round number and the row position, as shown
in Table 3.

The Round Constants module is supplying the Internal
Constants and round constants to the AddConstants module
every round. Instead of using a round controller, the RC is
utilized as a counter to control the number of rounds and the
output of bothmultiplexers to the state register, which reduces
the logic resources.

The SubCells module depends on the size of the cell s.
Since s = 4 bits for PHOTON-80/20/16, the state is updated
from the PRESENT substitution box given in Table 2. Every
cell in the state matrix is substituted by its corresponding
value from PRESENT S-box and the result becomes the input
to the ShiftRows module.

The ShiftRowsmodule distributes every single column over
all columns by rotating the rows to the left by i nibble position
for (0 ≤ i < d).
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The MixColumns module is used to enhance the diffusion
property . This module uses the most resources among all the
PHOTON permutation blocks due to the matrix multiplica-
tion. TheMixColumnsfinitemultiplication can be designed in
parallel by applying column-wise single multiplication with
matrix A given in (11). It can also be serialized bymultiplying
matrix A5 five times with the matrix columns independently.
In this work, the design of MixColumns module is based on
Look-up Tables (LUT) similar to the SubCells to mitigate the
intensive computation of the matrix multiplication.

A100=


0 1 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0
0
0
1

0
0
2

0 1 0
0 0 1
9 9 2



5

=


1 2 9 9 2
2 5 3 8 D
D
1
E

B
F
E

A C 1
2 3 E
8 5 C

 (11)

The flow process of the proposed architecture of
PHOTON-80/20/16 is illustrated in the ASM chart in
Figure 4. It is a round-based architecture where the permu-
tation module is applied in one cycle and the state register
STR is loaded every round. Therefore, the twelve rounds of
PHOTON will be achieved in 12 clock cycles. The round
constants of the first row Row0 are used as a round counter
which controls the multiplexers and the loading of the state
register STR and the output Z . When the RC of Row0 is ini-
tialized to 0, the STR register is loaded with the initialization
vector IV where its first 20 bits are XORed with the input
message m, and the LFSR is updated. When Row0 is 10,
it indicates the end of the twelve rounds. Therefore, the STR
is updated directly from the MixColumns block, the output z
is generated, and the RC is reinitialized. Otherwise, the STR
takes the output of theMixColumns and the LFSR is updated.
The architecture is implemented on various families of

Altera and Xilinx FPGA devices including Arria and Cyclone
from Altera and Spartan3, Virtex5, Artix7 and Kintex7 from
Xilinx. Only 200 logic registers were utilized to implement
PHOTON-80/20/16 - 100 bits for the state matrix, 20 bits
for the round constants which also used as a counter and
80 bits for concatenating the output. FPGA devices have a
different configuration of logic resources resulting in distinct
performance and area utilization for each device. Old and
low-processing FPGAs have smaller Look-Up Tables (LUT)
while the latest and high-processing FPGA can have up to
6-input LUTs. The performance and logic-area utilization for
Altera FPGA are illustrated in Table 4 and Xilinx FPGA
in Table 5.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
Cryptographic modules are the throughput bottlenecks for
IoT edge devices and other ultralightweight devices [22].
These modules also contribute much to the logic resources
utilization of the low-processing lightweight devices. There-
fore, encryption/decryption and authentication engines
should be designed with the least possible logic resources
and the highest possible throughput to satisfy the constraints
of the IoT edge devices. Several PHOTON hash function

FIGURE 4. ASM chart of round-based PHOTON-80/20/16.

architectures of different design optimization goals were
presented in [5], [16], [23] and implemented on Spartan3,
Virtex5, Artix7 and Kintex7 FPGAs from Xilinx. The imple-
mentations of these existing designs utilize large amount of
logic resources relative to the achieved performance. The
trade-off of our proposed architecture outperforms all the
current existing works as illustrated in Table 4 and Table 5.

The architecture of PHOTON-80/20/16 variant is imple-
mented on RTL using Verilog HDL. The design is verified
on various FPGA devices from Xilinx and Altera using their
respective synthesis and simulation tools. The whole permu-
tation operation takes only one cycle to process 100 bits of
data. The algorithm of PHOTON-80/20/16 takes 12 rounds
to absorb one 20-bit input message and another 48 rounds to
squeeze the message and produce the 80-bit output hash.

In this single-round architecture, the hash output is gen-
erated after 60 iterations as demonstrated in the simulation
waveform in Figure 5 and Figure 6. Every permutation round
is processed within one clock cycle. The first 12 cycles are
utilized by the absorbing phase of the sponge construction to
process a single 20-bit input message Min, which generates
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TABLE 4. Round-Based Implementation Results of PHOTON-80/20/16 Hash Function on Altera FPGAs.

TABLE 5. Round-Based Implementation Results of PHOTON-80/20/16 Hash Function on Xilinx FPGAs.

the first 16-bit output of the hash Zout[15:0]. In addition
to the first 12 cycles, the squeezing phase takes another
48 cycles to produce the remaining output of the 80-bit hash
Zout. This is because the algorithm has 12 iterations for
the absorbing phase and another 12 × 4 iterations for the
squeezing.

The architecture was implemented on several FPGA fam-
ilies from Altera and Xilinx. Only 200 dedicated logic reg-
isters are used to process this variant of PHOTON, where a
100-bit register is to update the state register, a 20-bit register
holding the LFSR Round Constants and the counter and an
80-bit register is to hold the concatenated hash output.

For Altera devices, there is no available work in the liter-
ature for PHOTON hash function. On these Altera families,
our design utilizes around 500 logic elements (LEs) which
are approximately 3% of the total FPGA logic resources. The
proposed design achieves performance from 208.07 MHz to
380.66 MHz for operating frequency fmax and 346.78 Mbps
to 634.43 Mbps for throughput. The power dissipation
ranges from 75.59 mW for low-processing FPGA devices to
364.83 mW for high-processing FPGA devices. The power
consumption was measured using the PowerPlay Power Ana-
lyzer Tool provided in Quartus II software. We used the
value change dump file which is generated from the design,
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FIGURE 5. Simulation results of round-based PHOTON-80/20/16 with message (593EF) by Quartus II.

FIGURE 6. Simulation results of round-based PHOTON-80/20/16 with message (593EF) by ModelSim.

to provide sufficient toggle rate for more accurate powermea-
surement including thermal dynamic, static and I/O power
consumption. Table 4 summarizes the results of PHOTON-
80/20/16 implemented on Altera FPGAs

For Xilinx devices, PHOTON-80/20/16 was implemented
on Spartan-3, Virtex-5, Artix-7 and Kintex-7. Performance
results and logic utilization are improved compared to the
available implementations in literature as shown in Table 5
with our results highlighted in bold. In this architecture,
Xilinx FPGA devices utilize 126 to 265 slices and 363 to
510 Look-Up-Tables to implement this variant of PHOTON
depending on the processing capability of the device. They
achieved a performance of 157.24 MHz to 376.43 MHz for
operating frequency and 262.07 Mbps to 627.38 Mbps for
throughput.

The efficiency is measured as the ratio of the achieved
throughput to the number of the utilized slices (Mbps/slices).
This architecture achieves better trade-offs between perfor-
mance and utilization of the logic area than other exist-
ing works. Therefore, the proposed architecture outperforms
the existing works and achieves higher efficiency except
for the case of [16] as they achieved higher efficiency at
the cost of a huge area because their implementation of
PHOTON was in double-length Sponge construction. For
Spartan-3, an efficiency of 0.99 was achieved and it is
much better than all the existing implementations except
for the design proposed by [16] with a slightly higher
efficiency because their implementation is for high perfor-
mance at the cost of 3x higher resources utilization. The
implementations on Artix-7 and Kintex-7 achieve almost
double the efficiency of the benchmarking architectures,
with the same exception mentioned earlier for the design
proposed in [16].

The work in [5] presented three different architectures
of PHOTON hash function – round-based, serialized and
SRL16 synthesized in Xilinx Spartan-3, Artix-7 and Virtex-5
FPGA devices. For Spartan-3 FPGA, our design utilizes
a slightly smaller number of logic slices (265 slices)
than their round-based architecture design (285 slices)
with higher operating frequency (157.24 MHz), throughput
(262.07 Mbps) and efficiency (0.99) compared to their oper-
ating frequency (78.53 MHz), throughput (130.88 Mbps)
and efficiency (0.46) of the same design. For the other two
architecture designs in [5] (serialized and SRL16), they used
a smaller width of datapath to reduce logic footprints. Their
designs utilize a smaller area but at the cost of much higher
latency and lower throughput.

For Artix-7 FPGA, the round-based design proposed
in [5] utilizes a slightly smaller number of logic slices
(142 slices) than our proposed design (145 slices), but our
design achieved higher operating frequency (376.43 MHz),
throughput (627.38 Mbps) and efficiency (4.33) compared
to their operating frequency (232.65 MHz), throughput
(387.75 Mbps) and efficiency (2.73) of the same design. For
the serialized and SRL16 designs in [5], they reduced the dat-
apath width resulting in smaller footprints and considerable
operating frequency but at the cost of much higher latency
and much lower throughput.

For Virtex-5, Anandakumar et al. [5], [23] presented five
architecture designs of PHOTON hash function. The two
designs in [5] were optimized for area, whereas the three
designs in [23] were exploring the performance trade-offs and
side-channel attack. The serialized and SRL16 architectures
in [5] achieved a much smaller area with a very low through-
put compared to the proposed design. In contrast, the archi-
tectures (iterative, folding, unrolling) in [23] consume a larger
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amount of logic resources with considerable throughput com-
pared to the proposed architecture. TheUnrolling architecture
in [23] achieved competitive throughput but utilized almost
six times the logic resources of the proposed design. The
detailed results of PHOTON-80/20/16 implementation on
Xilinx FPGAs and their comparisons with existing results are
shown in Table 5.

IoT edge devices are adopted in many different envi-
ronments, where some of them operate on batteries. These
battery-powered devices have low-processing capabilities.
Therefore, the security part of their design should utilize
small footprint and consume low power. Logic area and data
processing contribute to the consumption of power which in
turn shortens the battery lifetime. In literature, there is no
specific power consumption rating for IoT devices; but the
lower power consumption the longer battery life. Our design
has very reasonable power consumption compared to the
other cryptographic primitive targeting IoT edge devices such
as AES, SIMON, SPECK, PRESENT, LED and TWINE [24]
with our design achieving much higher throughput. The total
power consumption for Xilinx FPGA ranges from 24 mW
for low-processing devices to 452 mW for high-processing
FPGA devices. Xilinx XPower Analyzer was used to measure
the power consumption of Xilinx FPGA devices with 12.5%
toggle rate for flip-flops and I/O for better power measure-
ments. The current industry demand is for high bandwidth
with the same or lower footprints, power consumption and
cost. The variation of the power consumption of different
FPGA devices for the same design is due to many fac-
tors including process technology and architecture design.
Smaller process technology node provides greater perfor-
mance with lower power than the previous nodes which
achieves certain level of the current industry demand. The
power consumption of PHOTON-80/20/16 implementation
on Xilinx FPGAs is reported in Table 5.

V. CONCLUSION
An iterative architecture of PHOTON-80/20/16 lightweight
hash function is implemented on several Altera and Xilinx
FPGA devices. It is a round-based architecture where all
the permutation operations are executed in one round. The
absorbing phase of the sponge construction takes 12 rounds
to process a single 20-bit input message. The squeezing
phase takes 48 rounds to produce the output of the 80-bit
hash. The proposed design achieves better area-performance
trade-offs than the existing designs as the architecture of
the MixColumns module is designed using look-up tables
to avoid the intensive computations of the multipliers. The
round constants are also utilized as rounds counter to reduce
the logic resources. It consumes less logic resource and
achieves higher performance resulting in higher efficiency.
The overall performance was improved with a rate of 10.26%
to 51.04% for throughput and operating frequency and 7.55%
to 60.64% for logic area utilization based on the targeted
FPGA device. For future work, it is recommended to run the
design on live hardware for better timing analysis, explore

the design space for serialized and pipelined architectures as
well as authenticating the existing lightweight block ciphers
which have similar internal architecture.
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